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Capelle aan den IJssel, September 9, 2020 
 
 
Dear athletes 
 

The corona virus has already held the world in an iron grip for more than 6 months. One day it seems to 
be going in the right direction and barely a week later the number of infections rises enormously. 
Regardless of how we think about the virus and what we think of the measures, we as an organization will 
have to comply with the decisions made in The Hague. 
 
Organizing our competitions will not be possible in the regular way as long as the one and a half meter 
restriction is in force. 
The measures have now been relaxed to such an extent that it is possible to organize a bigger  event. 
Adapted, but nevertheless beautiful. 
 
Because we as an organization are logically confronted with a smaller number of participating athletes and 
therefore will have to accept that the number of coaches and audience will also be smaller, so we have 
decided to merge the Gold's Gym Classic, the Open Brabant Championships and the SAP Cup into 1 big C 
contest on Sunday October 25, 2020 in theater de Lievenkamp in Oss. By not spreading athletes and the 
public into multiple contests, we can organize one nice event for everyone and avoid unnecessary costs. 
Nobody wants contests with almost no athletes and an empty hall. 
 
Because all NBFF C contests have now been merged into 1 big C match, the NBBF will deviate from its 
fixed flow system towards B level. We will communicate exactly how this will look like at a later time. 
 
The NBBF regrets that information about the matches has been delayed for a long time. Unfortunately a 
difficult choice with potentially major financial consequences did not make it possible to inform you 
earlier. 
 
The voucher scheme remains in effect for athletes who choose not to compete at this time. 
 
On behalf of the NBBF 
 
Juliette Bergmann president 
Ozden tekcandan wedstrijdcommisaris 
Richard Kien  assistent to the president 
 


